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ABSTRACT
We present a comprehensive and self-consistent set of new atomic data for ionization balance in radi-
atively and collisionally ionized astrophysical plasmas. Complex resonant phenomena resulting in rapid
energy variation in the cross sections for photoionization and recombination require accurate and large-
scale calculations, as reported. Another new development is the consideration of the uniÐed nature of the
recombination process in an ab initio manner, via resonances embedded in the electron-ion continua,
which have been heretofore considered as separate processes of radiative recombination and dielectronic
recombination. A single set of total electron-ion recombination rate coefficients is thereby obtained as a
function of electron temperature. The present calculations also meet the hitherto neglected, but theoreti-
cally essential, criterion of self-consistency between the rates for the inverse processes of photoionization
and recombination, ensured by describing all atomic processes with an identical set of eigenfunction
expansion within the close-coupling approximation using the R-matrix method. Photoionization cross
sections and total electron-ion recombination rate coefficients for the carbon and nitrogen isonuclear
sequences, C IÈC VI and N IÈN VII, are presented. Ionization fractions in coronal equilibrium are also
computed. The present photoionization cross sections have been calculated using more extensive eigen-
function expansions than those in the Opacity Project. In addition to the total photoionization and
recombination data, state-speciÐc cross sections are also obtained for a large number of excited states for
non-LTE models. Complete data sets are available electronically.
Subject headings : atomic data È atomic processes È plasmas
1. INTRODUCTION
Ionization balance is the primary feature in astrophysical
models of di†use, nebular objects. The two most common
assumptions for the ionization conditions in the plasma are
(1) photoionization equilibrium and (2) collisional or
coronal equilibrium The dominant ion-(Osterbrock 1989).
izing process in the Ðrst case is photoionization from the
radiation Ðeld in the source, and in the second case, electron
impact ionization in usually optically thin plasmas (such as
the solar corona). Both ionization processes are sought to
be balanced by the inverse process of electron-ion recombi-
nation in the ambient medium characterized by a given
electron temperature, usually in terms of a Maxwellian dis-
tribution, and an electron density. The two sets of ioniza-
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coefficient of the recombined ion of charge z, to state j atX
j
z,
electron temperature T , is the rate coefficient for electronC
Iimpact ionization, and is the photoionization crosspPIsection evaluated at photon frequency l and convoluted
with the isotropic radiation density of the source ;Jl Ne,N(Xz`1), and N(Xz) are the densities for the free electrons,
and the recombining and recombined ions, respectively.
Implicit in these equations is the assumption that the
ionization rates on the left-hand side refer to the ground
state of the ion. This condition is predicated on the assump-
tion that the radiative and collisional processes proceed on
faster timescales than photoionization and recombination.
Substantial departures from these equilibrium conditions
may result at high densities where some excited states are
signiÐcantly populated or in LTE. The sum on the right-
hand side extends over the inÐnite number of excited states
into which recombinations can take place, depending on the
temperature.
Unlike previous works, the present work seeks to satisfy
the photoionization equilibrium condition in a fun-(eq. [1])
damentally consistent manner : the photoionization and
recombination calculations are carried out using the same
set of atomic eigenfunctions. Furthermore, as the detailed
photoionization cross sections include autoionizing reso-
nances in an ab initio manner, the electron-ion recombi-
nation rates subsume both the radiative and the dielectronic
recombination processes, which have been treated separa-
tely in previous works using di†erent methods.
In the coronal approximation some of the pre-(eq. [2])
vious calculations for ionization fractions are et al.Jacobs
and references therein), Shull & van Steenberg(1980,
& RothenÑug and(1982a, 1982b), Arnaud (1985),
& Dopita In general, most of theSutherland (1993).
electron-ion recombination data employed in the earlier
works are based on radiative recombination (RR) rates (e.g.,
& Pequignot derived from photoioniza-Aldrovandi 1973)
tion cross sections that neglect the now well-established
phenomenon of autoionizing resonances (e.g., &Reilman
Manson and on dielectronic recombination (DR)1979),
rates derived from the Burgess general formula (Burgess
but incorporating the important advances made in1965),
the treatment of DR by et al. who showed theJacobs (1980),
e†ect of autoionization into excited states, and later by
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& Storey who established the signiÐ-Nussbaumer (1983),
cant contribution from near-threshold autoionizing reso-
nances resulting in a low-temperature bump (in addition to
the usual high-temperature rise in the DR rate). For elec-
tron impact ionization, the latest experimental and theoreti-
cal data were assessed by et al. for light atomsBell (1983)
and ions up to the oxygen sequence, and by et al.Lennon
for the heavier elements, Ñourine to nickel ; these(1988)
authors also provided Ðtting formulae to obtain the col-
lisional rate coefficients from the recommended data,
including the important e†ect of excitation autoionization,
which can enhance the background ionization cross sec-
tions by large factors. In the present calculations for the
coronal ionization fractions, we use the new ionization data
together with our uniÐed electron-ion recombination rates
reported herein and in previous works by the authors (e.g.,
& Pradhan hereafter NP; Nahar 1996b).Nahar 1995,
The calculations are carried out in the close-coupling
approximation using the R-matrix method developed for
the Opacity Project and the Iron Project et al.(Berrington
et al. and the extended codes1987 ; Hummer 1993) (Nahar
& Pradhan These large-scale computations entail1994).
photoionization, electron impact excitation, and recombi-
nation processes. In our previous works the calculations
were done mainly along isoelectronic sequences to facilitate
algebraic manipulations enabled by using the same target
wave function expansion for all ions in the sequence. Some
calculations were also done for important systems such as
Fe IÈFe III, S IIÈS III, and Si IÈSi II (Nahar 1995, 1996a,
Bautista, & Pradhan However, for1996b ; Nahar, 1997a).
full ionization balance calculations all ionization stages of a
given element, i.e., along an isonuclear sequence, must be
considered since the ionic fractions depend on coupled ion-
ization stages. It is the aim of this and future works to
enable such calculations for astrophysically abundant
elements, beginning with carbon and nitrogen.
2. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS
The theoretical details for photoionization calculations
are essentially as described by the Project TeamOpacity
The details of the uniÐed treatment for the total(1995).
electron-ion recombination are given in & PradhanNahar
and Some of the main points are sketched in the(1994) NP.
subsections below.
2.1. Total and Partial Photoionization Cross Sections
The calculations for the photoionization cross sections,
are carried out in the close coupling (CC) approx-pPI,imation using the R-matrix method, as in the work of the
Opacity Project (OP; et al.Seaton 1987 ; Berrington 1987 ;
et al. Each atom or ion is represented in termsSeaton 1994).
of the eigenfunctions of the ““ core ÏÏ or the ““ target ÏÏ ion,
coupled to a ““ free ÏÏ electron wave function. For example,
C I is represented in terms of an expansion over the target
states of C II, which when coupled with the free electron
wave functions yield both the C I bound state wave func-
tions as well as the (e] C II) continuum wave functions.
The photoionization cross section, is then obtained viapPI,the dipole matrix element between the bound and the con-
tinuum states. Present computations for the employpPIlarger eigenfunction expansions for most of the ions than in
the OP. The target wave functions are obtained using the
atomic structure code SUPERSTRUCTURE (Eissner,
Jones, & Nussbaumer Tables and present the1974). 1 2
TABLE 1
TARGET TERMS FOR EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS OF CARBON IONS
C II C III C IV C V C VI
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
2s22p 2Po 2s2 1S 1s22s 2S 1s2 1S 1s 2S
2s2p2 4P 2s2p 3Po 1s22p 2Po 1s2s 3S 2s 2S
2s2p2 2D 2s2p 1Po 1s23s 2S 1s2p 3Po 2p 2Po
2s2p2 2S 2p2 3P 1s23p 2Po 1s2s 1S 3s 2S
2s2p2 2P 2p2 1D 1s23d 2D 1s2p 1Po 3p 2Po
2s23s 2S 2p2 1S 1s24s 2S 1s3s 3S 3d 2D
2s23p 2Po 2s3s 3S 1s24p 2Po 1s3s 1S 4f 2Fo
2p3 4So 2s3s 1S 1s24d 2D 1s3p 3Po 4d 2D
2p3 2Do 2s3p 1Po 1s24f 2Fo 1s3d 3D 4p 2Po
2p3 2Po 2s3p 3Po . . . . . . 1s3d 1D 4s 2S
. . . . . . 2s3d 3D . . . . . . 1s3p 1Po . . . . . .
. . . . . . 2s3d 1D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10-CC 12-CC 9-CC 11-CC 10-CC
OP: 10-CC 6-CC 5-CC 2-CC 5-CC
Nbnd \ 246 60 114 53 108E
g
\ 2s22p2(3P) 2s22p(2Po) 2s2(1S) 1s22s(2S) 1s2(1S)
NOTE.ÈTarget terms for the eigenfunction expansions of carbon ions :
the spectroscopic and correlation conÐgurations, and the values of j
parameter are given below. For each ion, is the ground state, andE
g
Nbndis the total number of calculated bound states that couple to the target
ground state.
C II.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s22s22p, 1s22s2p2, 1s22p3. Correlation : 1s22s23s,
1s22s23p, 1s22s23d, 1s22s2p3s, 1s22s2p3p, 1s22s2p3d, 1s22p23s, 1s22p23p,
1s22p23d, 1s22s3d2, 1s22s3p3d, 1s22s3s3p, 1s22s24s, 1s22s24p, 1s22s24d,
1s22p24s, 1s22s3s2, 1s22p3s3p, 1s22p3s3d. Scaling parameter, j :
1.44076(1s), 1.32788(2s), 1.19275(2p), 2.3707(3s), 2.12564(3p), [1.00631(3d),
[0.91501(4s), [0.823(4p), [1.09317(4d).
C III.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s22s2, 1s22s2p, 1s22p2, 1s22s3s, 1s22s3p,
1s22s3d. Correlation : 1s22p3s, 1s22s4s, 1s22s4p, 1s22p3p. Scaling param-
eter, j : 1.4(1s), 1.4(2s), 1.127(2p), 1.2(3s), 1.1(3p), 1.1(3d), 10.6115(4s),
4.37106(4p), 4.1(4d).
C IV.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s22s, 1s22p, 1s23s, 1s23p, 1s23d. Correlation :
1s24s, 1s24p, 1s24d, 1s24f, 1s2s2, 1s2p2, 1s3s2, 1s3p2, 1s3d2, 1s2s2p, 1s2s3s,
1s2s3p, 1s2s3d, 1s2p3s, 1s2p3d. Scaling parameter, j : 1.30117(1s),
0.99782(2s), 0.87558(2p), 0.98747(3s), 0.86738(3p), 0.80564(3d), 0.98598(4s),
0.86603(4p), 0.79571(4d), 0.77675(4f ).
C V.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s2, 1s2s, 1s2p, 1s3s, 1s3p, 1s3d. Correlation : 2s2,
2p2, 3s2, 3p2, 3d2, 2s2p, 2s3s, 2s3p, 2s3d, 2s4s, 2s4p, 2p3s, 2p3p, 2p3d, 2p4s,
2p4p. Scaling parameter, j : 0.991(1s), 0.991(2s), 0.776(2p), 1.16883(3s),
0.91077(3p), 1.00746(3d), [1.59699(4s), [1.61237(4p).
C VI.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d. Correlation : 4s, 4p, 4d, 4f.
Scaling parameter, j : 1.0(1s), 1.0(2s), 1.0(2p), 1.0(3s), 1.0(3p), 1.0(3d), 1.0(4s),
1.0(4p), 1.0(4d), 1.0(4f ).
target states for the carbon and nitrogen ions in the close
coupling (CC) expansions. Also given are the spectroscopic
and correlation electronic conÐgurations and the scaling
parameters, j, for the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac potential for
each orbital. The tables also list the size of the CC expan-
sions in the earlier OP works, showing that present work
employs larger expansions for most of the ions. This means
that present wave functions are better represented since the
correlations due to coupling of more target channels are
included.
The total cross section of a given state corresponds to the
sum of the partial photoionization cross sections into the
ground state as well as the excited states of the residual core
ion. While OP work obtained only the total cross sections,
we calculate both, the total cross section and the partial
cross section for photoionization into the ground state of
the core ion. Also, a larger number of bound states of each
ion are obtained than the OP data, with n ¹ 10 (or 11 in
some cases) and 0 ¹ l¹ (n [ 1). In the OP work for total
photoionization cross sections of carbon ions, a 10 state
expansion for C I & Pradhan six-state expan-(Luo 1989),
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TABLE 2
TARGET TERMS FOR THE EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS OF NITROGEN IONS
N II N III N IV N V N VI N VII
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
2s22p2 3P 2s22p 2Po 2s2 1S 1s22s 2S 1s2 1S 1s 2S
2s22p2 1D 2s2p2 4P 2s2p 3Po 1s22p 2Po 1s2s 3S 2s 2S
2s22p2 1S 2s2p2 2D 2s2p 1Po 1s23s 2S 1s2p 3Po 2p 2Po
2s2p3 5So 2s2p2 2S 2p2 3P 1s23p 2Po 1s2s 1S 3s 2S
2s2p3 3Do 2s2p2 2P 2p2 1D 1s23d 2D 1s2p 1Po 3p 2Po
2s2p3 3Po 2p3 4So 2p2 1S 1s24s 2S 1s3s 3S 3d 2D
2s2p3 1Do 2p3 2Do 2s3s 3S 1s24p 2Po 1s3s 1S 4f 2Fo
2s22p3s 3Po 2p3 2Po 2s3s 1S 1s24d 2D 1s3p 3Po 4d 2D
2s22p3s 1Po . . . . . . 2s3p 1Po 1s24f 2Fo 1s3d 3D 4p 2Po
2s2p3 3So . . . . . . 2s3p 3Po . . . . . . 1s3d 1D 4s 2S
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2s3d 3D . . . . . . 1s3p 1Po . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2s3d 1D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10-CC 8-CC 12-CC 9-CC 11-CC 10-CC
OP: 12-CC 8-CC 6-CC 5-CC 2-CC 5-CC
Nbnd \ 259 255 68 141 54 107E
g
\ 2s22p3(4So) 2s22p2(3P) 2s22p(2Po) 2s2(1S) 1s22s(2S) 1s2(1S)
NOTE.ÈTarget terms for the eigenfunction expansions of nitrogen ions : the spectroscopic and correlation
conÐgurations, and the values of j parameter are given below. For each ion, is the ground state, andE
g
Nbndis the total number of calculated bound states that couple to the target ground state.
N II.ÈSpectroscopic : 2s22p2, 2s2p3, 2s22p3s. Correlation : 2p4, 2s23s2, 2s23p2, 2s23d2, 2s24s2, 2s24p2,
2s22p3p, 2s22p3d, 2s22p4s, 2s2p23s, 2s2p23p, 2s2p23d, 2s23s3p, 2s23p3d, 2s23s4s, 2s22p4p, 2p33s, 2p33p, 2p33d.
Scaling parameter, j : 1.47637(1s), 1.27184(2s), 1.19306(2p), 1.22385(3s), 1.32(3p), [0.96476(3d), [0.74971(4s),
[0.79911(4p).
N III.ÈSpectroscopic : 2s22p, 2s2p2, 2p3. Correlation : 2s23s, 2s23p, 2s23d, 2s2p3s, 2s2p3p, 2s2p3d, 2s3d2,
2s2p3d, 2p23s, 2p23p, 2p23d. Scaling parameter, j : 1.41146(1s), 1.87569(2s), 1.71613(2p), [1.13364(3s),
[1.08962(3p), [1.10297(3d).
N IV.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s22s2, 1s22s2p, 1s22p2, 1s22s3s, 1s22s3p, 1s22s3d. Correlation : 1s22p3s, 1s22s4s,
1s22s4p, 1s22p3p. Scaling parameter, j : 1.4(1s), 1.4(2s), 1.127(2p), 1.2(3s), 1.1(3p), 1.1(3d), 10.6115(4s),
4.37106(4p), 4.1(4d).
N V.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s22s, 1s22p, 1s23s, 1s23p, 1s23d. Correlation : 1s24s, 1s24p, 1s24d, 1s24f, 1s2s2, 1s2p2,
1s3s2, 1s3p2, 1s3d2, 1s2s2p, 1s2s3s, 1s2s3p, 1s2s3d, 1s2p3s, 1s2p3d. Scaling parameter, j : 1.30117(1s),
0.99782(2s), 0.87558(2p), 0.98747(3s), 0.86738(3p), 0.80564(3d), 0.98598(4s), 0.86603(4p), 0.79571(4d),
0.77675(4f ).
N VI.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s2, 1s2s, 1s2p, 1s3s, 1s3p, 1s3d. Correlation : 2s2, 2p2, 3s2, 3p2, 3d2, 2s2p, 2s3s, 2s3p,
2s3d, 2s4s, 2s4p, 2p3s, 2p3p, 2p3d, 2p4s, 2p4p. Scaling parameter, j : 0.991(1s), 0.991(2s), 0.776(2p), 1.16883(3s),
0.91077(3p), 1.00746(3d), [1.59699(4s), [1.61237(4p).
N VII.ÈSpectroscopic : 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d. Correlation : 4s, 4p, 4d, 4f. Scaling parameter, j : 1.0(1s), 1.0(2s),
1.0(2p), 1.0(3s), 1.0(3p), 1.0(3d), 1.0(4s), 1.0(4p), 1.0(4d), 1.0(4f ).
sion for C II et al. hereafter F1), Ðve-state(Fernley 1996,
expansion for C III Seaton, & Berrington two-(Tully, 1990),
state expansion for C IV Saraph, & Seaton(Peach, 1988),
and Ðve-state expansion for C V et al. here-(Fernley 1987,
after F2) were employed. As mentioned above, we employ a
larger expansion for each carbon ion, except C I, for which
we also use a 10 state expansion & Pradhan(Nahar 1991).
The total photoionization cross sections of the nitrogen
ions for the OP work were obtained using a 12 state eigen-
function expansion for N I & Lennon eight-(Burke 1996),
state eigenfunction for N II & Pradhan six-state(Luo 1989),
eigenfunction for N III Ðve-state eigenfunction for N IV(F1),
et al. two-state eigenfunction for N V et(Tully 1990), (Peach
al. and Ðve-state eigenfunction for N VI As for1988), (F2).
the carbon ions, present results represent correlation e†ects
better for N IIIÈN VI. For N II, we also use an eight- state
expansion & Pradhan For N I, we use a 10(Nahar 1991).
state expansion, but the expansion includes the two low-
lying states of 2s22p3s, which were not included by &Burke
Lennon (1996).
The photoionization cross sections for the hydrogen-like
ions C VI and N VII are obtained in the hydrogenic approx-
imation using a procedure developed by & HummerStorey
Similar data are available through TOPbase(1992). (Cunto
et al. obtained by1993) Seaton (1996).
We resolve the Rydberg series of autoionizing resonances
in the photoionization cross sections of the ions in detail.
The resonance proÐles decrease in width with their e†ective
quantum number as l~3, relative to the threshold of con-
vergence such that (in rydbergs),l(E) \ z/[(E[E
t
)]1@2
where is the target threshold energy and E is the contin-E
tuum electron energy (note that the letter l is also used to
denote the photon frequency). We resolve the structures
with *l\ 0.01 up to e†ective quantum number, l\ 10.0,
i.e., at 100 energies for each interval (l, l] 1). Furthermore,
the near-threshold resonances that contribute predomi-
nantly to low-temperature recombination are resolved on a
much Ðner energy mesh with typically 2000 energies just
above the ionization threshold.
2.2. Total and State-speciÐc Recombination
Rate Coefficients
Recombination into bound states of the electron-ion
system is divided into two groups according to nSL n with




\ n \ O.
The S, L , and n refer to the total spin, orbital angular
momentum, and parity of the state(s).
For electron-ion recombination to the low-n bound
states of group A, the recombination cross sections, pRC,and the rate coefficients, are obtained from the detaileda
R
,
partial photoionization cross sections, through thepPI(g),Milne relation. Recombination rate coefficients of individ-
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF DR AND EXCITATION COLLISION STRENGTHS
)(EIE) )(EIE)
Target State S)(DR)T ipert \ 0 ipert \ 1 Target State S)(DR)T ipert \ 0 ipert \ 1
C I (C II : 2s22p 2Po)
2s2p2 2D 6.03 5.93 5.72 2s2p2 2S 2.93 2.93 3.06
2s2p2 2P 4.89 5.44 5.44 2s23s 2S 0.850 0.850 0.607
C II (C III : 2s2 1S)
2s2p 1Po 3.15 3.15 3.34 2s3p 1Po 0.099 0.092 0.085
C III (C IV : 1s22s 2S)
2p 2Po 8.71 8.66 8.50 3p 2Po 0.483 0.533 0.533
4p 2Po 0.118 0.186 0.186 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C IV (C V : 1s2 1S)
1s2p 1Po 0.028 0.028 0.028 1s3p 1Po 0.0079 0.0079 0.0073
C V (C VI : 1s 2S)
2p 2Po 0.100 0.099 0.098 3p 2Po 0.018 0.018 0.018
4p 2Po 0.0062 0.0056 0.0050 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N I (N II : 2p2 3P)
2s2p3 3Do 3.56 3.56 3.44 2s2p3 3Po 2.66 2.66 2.72
2p3s 3Po 0.871 0.901 0.909 2s2p3 3So 1.38 1.38 1.34
N II (N III : 2s22p 2Po)
2s2p2 2D 5.11 5.09 5.83 2s2p2 2S 2.07 2.07 2.01
2s2p2 2P 9.35 9.29 8.84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N III (N IV : 2s2 1S)
2s2p 1Po 2.95 2.95 2.95 2s3p 1Po 0.051 0.051 0.047
N IV (N V : 1s22s 2S)
2p 2Po 6.95 6.99 6.42 3p 2Po 0.181 0.173 0.173
4p 2Po 0.088 0.066 0.083 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N V (N VI : 1s2 1S)
2p 1Po 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 3p 1Po 0.0058 0.0058 0.056
N VI (N VII : 1s 2S)
2p 2Po 0.055 0.054 0.054 3p 2Po 0.013 0.012 0.011
4p 2Po 0.0018 0.0015 0.0020 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOTE.ÈComparison of DR collision strength, S)(DR)T, and excitation collision strength, )(EIE), at the thresholds
for dipole allowed transitions from the ground state in the target. The target ground state is within the parentheses.
ual states are then obtained by averaging the recombination
cross sections over the Maxwellian electron distribution at
a given temperature The sum of these individual rates(NP).
provides the contributions of the low-n bound states to the
total recombination rates, i.e.,
a
R














E2pPI(g, j, v)e~v@kT dv (3)
where v is the photoelectron energy,(NP), E\ hl\ v] I
P
,





jweight factors of the recombining and recombined ions,
respectively, and the sum is over partial recombination
rates of bound states j extending over the total number of
bound states As the cross sections include the detailedNbnd.structures of autoionizing resonances, the total corresponds
to the inclusion of RR and DR in a uniÐed and ab initio
manner for recombination to low-n states. A new program
RECOMB is employed for these computations.
For the group B states in which recombi-(n0\ n ¹ O),nation is dominated by DR, the theory of DR developed by
& Seaton see also & PradhanBell (1985 ; Nahar 1994 ;
is applied to compute the DR rate coeffi-Nahar 1996b)
cients. The collision strengths for DR, )(DR), are obtained
in the close coupling (CC) approximation using the same
eigenfunction expansions that are used for the photoioniza-
tion cross sections. An extension of the asymptotic wave
function code, STGF, from the R-matrix package of codes is
used for the DR calculations (the extended code is named
STGFDR). The transition probabilities for the dipole
allowed transitions in the target ions are obtained from the
oscillator strengths calculated with the same CC expan-
sions. The convergence of the R-matrix basis set, consistent
with the R-matrix boundary, was checked by calculating
the electron impact excitation (EIE) collision strengths,
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)(EIE), independently at the threshold energies, with
(ipert \ 1) and without (ipert \ 0) the inclusion of per-
turbative multipole potential contributions in the asymp-
totic part of the wave functions & Pradhan(Nahar 1994 ;
ipert is the switching parameter in the code to turn on or o†
the multipole potential contributions). These values are
given in showing nearly complete agreementTable 3
between the two sets of )(EIE) values. The convergence of
the CC expansions is also checked with respect to the
partial wave contributions to )(EIE).
The contributions from the high-n states to the total a
Rare obtained from the resonance averaged collision
strength, S)(DR)T, although we calculate both the detailed
and resonance averaged forms of the collision strength. The
““ background ÏÏ recombination (RR-type) for the high-n
states (11 \ n ¹ O) is negligibly small, except at very low
temperatures. However, we include it in the total recombi-
nation rate coefficients at all temperatures in the hydrogenic
approximation and refer to it as ““ top-up ÏÏ (Nahar 1996b).
The rapid rise in toward very low temperatures is due toa
Rlow-energy recombination to the inÐnite number of these
high-n states.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Total and Partial Photoionization Cross Sections
The total photoionization cross sections for ionization
into the ground and the excited states of the core ion have
been calculated for a large number of bound states. The
ground state total photoionization cross sections of C IÈC V
are shown in Figures and for N IÈN VI in Figures1aÈ1e
The total photoionization cross sections of C I, N II2aÈ2f.
& Pradhan and C II & Pradhan(Nahar 1991), (Nahar 1994)
are as obtained earlier by the authors in the cited papers. As
the present work includes larger CC expansions for most of
the ions than in the OP work, more resonance structures
result from the Rydberg series of autoionizing states belong-
ing to the target states as well as from the photoexcitation
of core (PEC) or target states (e.g., & PradhanNahar 1994).
The resonances as well as some resultant background
enhancement in the photoionization cross sections, canpPI,be seen in Figures and1 2.
presents a comparison of the total photoioniza-Figure 3
tion cross sections of the ground 4So state of N I, with the
experimentally measured values of & AngelSamson (1990)
and with the OP cross sections of & LennonBurke (1996).
The Ðrst detailed work on the photoionization cross sec-
tions of the ground state of N I was carried out by Le
Dourneuf, Lan, & Zeippen not shown here, as(1976, 1979 ;
these are close to those of & Lennon TheBurke 1996).
agreement with the experimental values & Angel(Samson
is within 15% or better in most of the energy range1990)
shown, as well as for the detailed resonance structures
(possibly within experimental uncertainties).
FIG. 1.ÈTotal photoionization cross sections of the ground states of carbon ions : (a) 3P state of C I, (b) 2Po state of C II, (c) 1S state of C III, (d) 2S state of
C IV, and (e) 1S state of C V.
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FIG. 2.ÈTotal photoionization cross sections of the ground states of nitrogen ions : (a) 4So state of N I, (b) 3P state of N II, (c) 2Po state of N III, (d) 1S state of
N IV, (e) 2S state of N V, and ( f ) 1S state of N VI.
We calculate the partial photoionization cross sections,
for photoionization into the ground state of thepPI(g),residual ion, as they are needed for the calculations of the
recombination rate coefficients, The total number ofa
R
.
calculated bound states, that couple to the coreNbnd,ground state and for which partial cross sections are
obtained are listed in The number of bound statesTable 1.
FIG. 3.ÈComparison of the present total photoionization cross sec-
tions (solid line) for the ground state of N I, 4So, with the OP cross sections
(dotted line) and the experimental values of & Angel ÐlledSamson (1990 ;
circles).
obtained in this work is larger than in the OP data (as in
TOPbase) because of consideration of more target states
and partial waves. The partial photoionization cross sec-
tions for a few ions, C I, C II, and N II, have been reported
earlier (Nahar 1995, 1996a).
We examine in some detail the structures of for apPI(g)number of excited states of both carbon and nitrogen ions
that a†ect the recombination rate coefficients. pre-Figure 4
sents of three excited states of C III that dominate thepPI(g)recombination at di†erent temperatures. 2s5g(3G) is a
highly excited state ; however, its extensive resonance struc-
tures at higher energies, with high peak values,(Fig. 4a)
contribute signiÐcantly in the high-temperature region. The
of state 2s2p(3Po) in shows that althoughpPI(g) Figure 4bthere are no prominent autoionizing resonances, its e†ective
background cross section is large and decays slowly with
energy. This state is one of the dominant contributors to the
recombination rates over a wide temperature range. The
state 2s2p(1Po) is one of the dominant ones at lower tem-
peratures (up to about 1000 K) because of the resonance
structures in the near-threshold region Usually the(Fig. 4c).
ground state is one of the dominant contributors to the
recombination rates, but depending on the temperature, the
excited states can be more prominent.
The excited state photoionization cross sections may
di†er considerably from the simple hydrogenic forms
usually assumed. The reason is that in addition to the inÐn-
ite series of relatively narrow resonances, large resonances
may also exist because of the PEC for the excited states.
PEC resonances occur close to the energies of dipole tran-
sitions in the core ion and are essentially the inverse of the
DR process. They manifest themselves strongly in the
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FIG. 4.ÈPartial photoionization cross sections of the excited states of
C III : (a) 3G, (b) 3Po, and (c) 1Po, which provide the dominant contributions
to the total recombination rate coefficients.
photoionization of excited bound states along a Rydberg
series. The outer Rydberg electron remains a ““ spectator,ÏÏ
weakly interacting with the core ion, while the incident
photon excites the core. presents the of sixFigure 5 pPI(g)excited states of N III from the Rydberg series, 2s2np(2Po),
2 ¹ n ¹ 8, including the ground state 2s22p(2Po). The PEC
positions (shown by arrows) are at energies corresponding
to the dipole transitions from the ground state 1s22s2(1S) of
the core ion N IV, to the two excited odd parity states, z 1Po
and y 1Po. The PECs become more distinct with increasing
n, and may attenuate the background cross section by
orders of magnitude at higher energies.
3.2. State-speciÐc and Total Recombination
Rate Coefficients
presents the state-speciÐc, partial recombinationTable 4
rate coefficients of dominant bound states of group A for a
few ions, C III, N I, and N III at four temperatures : log10T \ 2.0, 3.0, 3.7, and 4.0. (State-speciÐc rate coefficients for
all ions are available electronically.) These are listed in
order of their percentage contributions to the total ata
R
(T )
these temperatures. Their sums show that a limited number
of states usually dominate the recombination rates. Also,
the number, the order, and the amount of contribution of
the individual bound states vary with temperature depend-
ing on the positions of autoionizing resonances in the cross
sections. The ground state may not necessarily be the domi-
nant contributor at all temperatures. The individual, state-
speciÐc, recombination rates of the low-n bound states of
FIG. 5.ÈPartial photoionization cross sections of the series of Rydberg
bound states, 2s2np(2Po), 2 ¹ n ¹ 8 of N III, illustrating the photoexcitation-
of-core (PEC) resonances. The arrows (top) indicate the energies of states
for dipole allowed transitions corresponding to the PECs.
group A should be close to their total recombination rate
coefficients for T \ 104 K. With kT \ 1 eV, the incident
electron energies lie well below the Ðrst excited target
threshold of the target ions (at higher temperatures the
state-speciÐc DR must also be included ; this is not con-
sidered in the present work). The state-speciÐc rates may
also be applicable for calculating the recombination rates
for lines, a measure of the line intensity for thea
R
(g, i ] j),
transition i ] j.
For the high-n contributions to the total recombination
rate coefficients, the DR collision strengths, )(DR), are
obtained for both cases : (1) delineating the autoionizing
resonances in detail, and (2) averaging over the resonances.
shows an example of )(DR) for (e~, N II) in theFigure 6
region below the Ðrst target threshold, 3Do, for the dipole
allowed transition from the ground state 3P : the detailed
(dotted line) and the resonance averaged (solid line). A
common feature can be observed : as the e†ective quantum
number increases, the DR resonances get narrower and
denser, dominating the recombination process as they
approach the excited threshold. The pattern is more distinct
in the solid line for the resonance-averaged collision
strength S)(DR)T, which starts with a very low value but
rises sharply (approximately as l3) as it peaks at the thresh-
old. The peak values of the S)(DR)T at the four excited
target thresholds of N I for dipole allowed transitions as
well as for the other ions are given in Table 3.
The Ðlled circle in corresponds to the value ofFigure 6
)(EIE) at the threshold 3Do. The peak values of S)(DR)T at
the thresholds are compared with the )(EIE) values
(ipert \ 0). An important feature of the uniÐed approach is
TABLE 4
STATE-SPECIFIC RECOMBINATION RATE COEFFICIENTS










1s22s 2Se2p 1Po 1.54E[10 1s22s 2Se2p 1Po 1.23E[11 1s22p 2Po3d 3Fo 4.11E[12 1s22p 2Po3d 3Fo 2.32E[12
1s22s 2Se4p 1Po 3.23E[11 1s22s 2Se2p 3Po 3.23E[12 1s22p2 1De 2.92E[12 1s22p2 1De 1.83E[12
1s22p 2Po3p 3De 2.36E[11 1s22s2 2Se4p 1Po 3.12E[12 1s22p2 3Pe 2.73E[12 1s22p2 3Pe 1.52E[12
1s22s 2Se2p 3Po 1.01E[11 1s22p 2Po3d 3Fo 3.05E[12 1s22s 2Se2p 3Po 1.48E[12 1s22s 2Se2p 3Po 1.07E[12
1s22p 2Po3d 1Fo 5.54E[12 1s22p 2Po3p 3De 2.91E[12 1s22s 2Se2p 1Po 1.44E[12 1s22s 2Se2p 1Po 6.49E[13
1s22p2 1De 4.67E[12 1s22p2 1De 2.36E[12 1s22p 2Po3d 1Fo 8.11E[13 1s22s 2Se4f 1Fo 4.88E[13
1s22p 2Po3d 3Fo 4.62E[12 1s22p2 3Pe 1.70E[12 1s22s 2Se4f 1Fo 7.40E[13 1s22p 2Po3d 1Fo 4.44E[13
1s22s 2Se4d 3De 3.78E[12 1s22s 2Se3d 3De 1.22E[12 1s22s 2Se3d 3De 5.47E[13 1s22s 2Se3d 3De 3.61E[13
1s22s 2Se5f 1Fo 3.00E[12 1s22s 2Se4d 3De 1.21E[12 1s22p 2Po3d 1Do 5.32E[13 1s22p 2Po3d 1Do 3.43E[13
1s22p 2Po3s 1Po 2.81E[12 1s22p 2Po3d 1Fo 1.10E[12 1s22s 2Se4d 3De 4.86E[13 1s22s2 1Se 3.12E[13
1s22s 2Se3p 3Po 2.33E[12 1s22s 2Se3p 3Po 7.41E[13 1s22s2 1Se 3.92E[13 1s22s 2Se4d 3De 2.92E[13
1s22s 2Se3d 3De 2.28E[12 1s22s2 1Se 4.49E[13 1s22p 2Po3p 3De 3.82E[13 1s22s 2Se3p 3Po 2.33E[13
1s22p 2Po3d 1Po 1.67E[12 1s22s 2Se5f 1Fo 4.28E[13 1s22s 2Se5f 1Fo 3.67E[13 1s22s 2Se5f 1Fo 2.24E[13
1s22s 2Se5p 1Po 1.41E[12 1s22p 2Po3s 1Po 4.12E[13 1s22s 2Se4p 1Po 3.49E[13 1s22s 2Se5f 3Fo 1.97E[13
1s22s2 1Se 1.37E[12 1s22p 2Po3p 1De 3.14E[13 1s22s 2Se3p 3Po 3.33E[13 1s22p 2Po3p 1De 1.94E[13
1s22s 2Se6p 1Po 1.27E[12 1s22s 2Se4f 3Fo 3.06E[13 1s22p 2Po3p 1De 3.20E[13 1s22p 2Po3p 3De 1.89E[13
1s22p2 3Pe 1.14E[12 1s22s 2Se4p 3Po 2.23E[13 1s22p 2Po3d 3Po 2.60E[13 1s22s 2Se4d 1De 1.78E[13
1s22s 2Se4f 3Fo 1.04E[12 1s22s 2Se3p 1Po 2.06E[13 1s22s 2Se5f 3Fo 2.45E[13 1s22p 2Po3d 3Po 1.72E[13
1s22s 2Se7p 1Po 7.14E[13 1s22s 2Se5d 3De 1.72E[13 1s22p 2Po3p 3Se 2.40E[13 1s22s 2Se4f 3Fo 1.69E[13
1s22p 2Po3p 1De 6.85E[13 1s22s 2Se3s 3Se 1.67E[13 1s22s 2Se5p 1Po 2.37E[13 1s22s 2Se5p 1Po 1.57E[13
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.58E[10 3.57E[11 1.89E[11 1.13E[11
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.23E[10 4.97E[11 2.48E[11 1.53E[11
Contribution (%) . . . . . . 80.0% 72.0% 76.0% 74.0%
N I
2s22p3 4So 7.85E[13 2s22p3 2Do 4.02E[13 2s22p3 2Do 2.95E[13 2s22p3 2Do 2.03E[13
2s22p3 2Do 6.10E[13 2s22p3 4So 2.52E[13 2s22p3 4So 1.21E[13 2s22p3 4So 9.35E[14
2s22p3 2Po 3.59E[13 2s22p3 2Po 1.17E[13 2s22p3 2Po 7.34E[14 2s22p3 2Po 5.57E[14
2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Do 1.04E[13 2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Do 3.11E[14 2s22p2 1De3p 2Do 1.52E[14 2s22p2 1De3p 2Do 8.33E[15
2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Fe 1.02E[13 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Fe 3.02E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Do 1.11E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Do 6.58E[15
2s22p2 3Pe3d 4De 6.34E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4De 1.87E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Fe 1.08E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Fe 6.30E[15
2s22p2 3Pe4d 4Fe 6.05E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4d 4Fe 1.80E[14 2s22p2 1De3p 2Fo 8.57E[15 2s22p2 1De3p 2Fo 5.03E[15
2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Po 5.57E[14 2s22p2 1De3p 2Do 1.77E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4De 6.61E[15 2s2p4 4Pe 4.61E[15
2s22p2 3Pe3d 2Fe 4.83E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Po 1.65E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4d 4Fe 6.51E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4d 4Fe 3.80E[15
2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Pe 3.97E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 2Fe 1.43E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Po 5.85E[15 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4De 3.79E[15
2s22p2 3Pe4d 4De 3.96E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Pe 1.17E[14 2 2Fe 5.07E[15 2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Po 3.43E[15
2s22p2 3Pe4f 4Go 3.94E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4d 4De 1.17E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4d 4De 4.15E[15 2s22p2 3Pe3d 2Fe 2.93E[15
2s22p2 3Pe4p 4Do 3.63E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4f 4Go 1.08E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4p 2Do 4.13E[15 2s22p2 3Pe3p 2Do 2.57E[15
2s22p2 3Pe5d 4Fe 3.54E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4p 4Do 1.06E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Pe 4.13E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4d 4De 2.38E[15
2s22p2 3Pe5f 4Go 3.45E[14 2s22p2 3Pe5d 4Fe 1.06E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3p 2Do 3.95E[15 2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Pe 2.35E[15
2s22p2 3Pe3d 2De 2.96E[14 2s22p2 3Pe5f 4Go 9.50E[15 2s22p2 3Pe5d 4Fe 3.82E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4p 2Do 2.28E[15
2s22p2 3Pe4d 2Fe 2.92E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3d 2De 8.69E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4p 4Do 3.67E[15 2s22p2 3Pe5d 4Fe 2.23E[15
2s22p2 3Pe4f 4Fo 2.88E[14 2s22p2 3Pe4d 2Fe 8.66E[15 2s2p4 4Pe 3.52E[15 2s22p2 3Pe3s 4Pe 2.19E[15
2s22p2 3Pe5f 4Fo 2.57E[14 2s22p2 1De3p 2Fo 8.66E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4f 4Go 3.20E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4p 4Do 2.10E[15
2s22p2 3Pe6f 4Go 2.51E[14 2s22p2 3Pe3p 2Do 8.12E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4d 2Fe 3.09E[15 2s22p2 3Pe4d 2Fe 1.78E[15
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.55E[12 1.02E[12 5.92E[13 4.15E[13
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.38E[12 1.89E[12 8.10E[13 5.28E[13
Contribution (%) . . . . . . 35.0% 54.0% 73.0% 79.0%
N III
2s2 1Se2p 2Po 1.93E[11 2s2 1Se3p 2Po 6.63E[12 2s2 1Se3p 2Po 4.91E[12 2s2p2 2De 4.55E[12
2s2p2 2De 5.08E[12 2s2 1Se2p 2Po 6.47E[12 2s2p2 2De 4.35E[12 2s2 1Se3p 2Po 2.49E[12
2s2 1Se4d 2De 1.65E[12 2s2p2 2De 1.73E[12 2s2 1Se2p 2Po 2.87E[12 2s2 1Se2p 2Po 2.10E[12
2s2 1Se4f 2Fo 1.23E[12 2s2 1Se4d 2De 5.16E[13 2s2p2 2Se 5.09E[13 2s2 1Se3d 2De 7.07E[13
2s2 1Se4p 2Po 1.17E[12 2s2 1Se4p 2Po 4.13E[13 2s2 1Se4d 2De 2.64E[13 2s2p2 2Se 5.85E[13
2s2 1Se5f 2Fo 1.14E[12 2s2 1Se4f 2Fo 3.89E[13 2s2p 3Po3p 2De 2.41E[13 2s2p2 2Pe 3.84E[13
2s2 1Se3d 2De 1.13E[12 2s2 1Se5f 2Fo 3.59E[13 2s2 1Se3d 2De 2.32E[13 2s2p 3Po3p 2De 2.11E[13
2s2 1Se5d 2De 1.11E[12 2s2 1Se5d 2De 3.46E[13 2s2p 3Po3d 2Po 2.13E[13 2s2 1Se4d 2De 1.84E[13
2s2 1Se6f 2Fo 8.72E[13 2s2 1Se3d 2De 3.37E[13 2s2p 1Po3s 2Po 1.82E[13 2s2p 3Po3d 2Po 1.79E[13
2s2 1Se3p 2Po 8.26E[13 2s2p 1Po3s 2Po 2.94E[13 2s2p2 2Pe 1.74E[13 2s2 1Se4p 2Po 1.21E[13
2s2 1Se6d 2De 7.27E[13 2s2 1Se6f 2Fo 2.72E[13 2s2 1Se4p 2Po 1.72E[13 2s2 1Se4f 2Fo 1.05E[13
2s2 1Se6g 2Ge 6.84E[13 2s2 1Se6d 2De 2.28E[13 2s2 1Se4f 2Fo 1.63E[13 2s2 1Se5f 2Fo 9.87E[14
2s2 1Se7f 2Fo 6.39E[13 2s2 1Se5p 2Po 2.26E[13 2s2 1Se5f 2Fo 1.52E[13
2s2 1Se7g 2Ge 6.06E[13 2s2 1Se6g 2Ge 2.09E[13 2s2 1Se5d 2De 1.46E[13
2s2 1Se5p 2Po 6.01E[13 2s2 1Se7f 2Fo 1.99E[13 2s2p 3Po3d 2Fo 1.24E[13
2s2 1Se5g 2Ge 5.90E[13 2s2p 3Po3d 2Fo 1.95E[13 2p3 2Po 1.23E[13
2s2 1Se7d 2De 4.98E[13 2s2 1Se7g 2Ge 1.85E[13 2s2 1Se6f 2Fo 1.14E[13
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2s2 1Se8g 2Ge 4.98E[13 2s2 1Se5g 2Ge 1.80E[13 2s2 1Se6d 2De 9.63E[14
2s2 1Se8f 2Fo 4.72E[13 2s2 1Se7d 2De 1.56E[13 2s2 1Se5p 2Po 9.28E[14
2s2 1Se8h 2Ho 4.15E[13 2s2 1Se8g 2Ge 1.53E[13 2s2 1Se7f 2Fo 8.33E[14
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.92E[11 1.95E[11 1.52E[11 1.17E[11
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.59E[11 3.16E[11 1.91E[11 1.46E[11
Contribution (%) . . . . . . 41.0% 62.0% 80.0% 80.0%
NOTE.ÈState-speciÐc recombination rate coefficients (in units of cm3 s~1) of the top 20 individual states of C III, N I, and N III in order of their
contributions to the total at temperatures T \ 100, 1000, 5012, and 10,000 K.a
R
the conservation of Ñux, photons and electrons, between
DR and EIE. The conservation condition is satisÐed since
all radiative and autoionization channels are coupled and
therefore at the threshold(s) S)(DR)T should match )(EIE).
We invoke this theoretical criterion as a test of the numeri-
cal accuracy of the rather complex calculations involving a
large number of coupled channels. We compare the two sets
of values for each ion in The agreement betweenTable 3.
the numbers within a few percent indicates conservation of
Ñux such that the Ñux trapped in the resonances below
thresholds due to DR equals that released (scattered) at the
thresholds due to EIE. The equality between the two colli-
sion strengths at the threshold may not hold in complicated
cases with closely spaced energy levels and overlapping
Rydberg series of resonances (a discussion is given in NP).
The total recombination rate coefficients, are com-a
R
(T ),
puted over a wide range of temperatures, (T )¹ 9,1 ¹ log10at a Ðne temperature mesh, *T \ 0.1, for easy inter-
polation. The values are given in for the carbon ionsTable 5
and in for nitrogen ions. for C I, C II, N IITable 6 a
R
(T )
are also presented here for completeness.(Nahar 1996a)
Comparison of the present values with the previousa
R
(T )
works are made in Figures and The solid lines are the7 8.
present total recombination rate coefficients, while the
dashed lines correspond to the RR rates of &Aldrovandi
Pequignot dotted lines to the low-temperature DR(1973),
rates by & Storey and the dot-dashedNussbaumer (1983),
FIG. 6.ÈCollision strengths for DR to N I : detailed )(DR) with reso-
nances (dotted line), and averaged over resonances (solid line) in the region
below and at the Ðrst excited threshold, 3Do, for dipole allowed transition
from the ground state 3P. The Ðlled circle represents the calculated excita-
tion collision strength, at the 3Do threshold.)EIE,
lines to the high-temperature DR rates by Shull & van
Steenberg (Ðtted from the work by et(1982a, 1982b) Jacobs
al. The Ðlled circles are calculated DR rates for C II in1978).
by for C IV in byFigure 7a Badnell (1987), Figure 7c
Pindzola, & Griffin and for N III inBadnell, (1990), Figure
by Badnell Our results conÐrm the existence8c (1987, 1988).
of low-temperature DR ““ bumps ÏÏ in C II C III(Fig. 7a), (Fig.
N I and the small ““ shoulder ÏÏ in N II7b), (Fig. 8a), (Fig. 8b)
as obtained by & Storey However,Nussbaumer (1983).
present results di†er from those of & StoreyNussbaumer
for N III and N VI in terms of position and magnitude(1983)
of these low-T DR bumps. The isolated resonance approx-
imations employed by & Storey andNussbaumer (1983)
Badnell for N III show agreement with each other. We note
that for C IV the present rates at high temperatures lie
between the two earlier sets of results ; however, the present
values of yield ionization fractions for C IV in almosta
Rexact agreement with & RothenÑug asArnaud (1985),
shown in Figure 9.
An important atomic e†ect that decreases the contribu-
tion to DR is autoionization into excited states of the target
ion, Ðrst discussed by et al. It is included inJacobs (1978).
the present CC work more precisely, since all electron-ion
channels are coupled, in contrast to previous works using
the distorted wave approximation, which couples only the
initial and the Ðnal ones. As shown in the detailed experi-
mental and theoretical cross sections given in Nahar,
Zhang, & Pradhan the contribution to DR from(1997b),
transitions other than the Ðrst one (usually referred to as the
““ resonance transition,ÏÏ although that is a misnomer) is
small because of radiationless decay into the excited
autoionization channels. The consequent reduction in DR
has been shown to be large in cases in which a large number
of target states are coupled, e.g., Fe II (Nahar 1997).
3.3. Ionization Fractions
The ionization fractions in coronal equilibrium are com-
puted by solving a set of coupled equations for all ioniza-
tion stages as in Electron impact ionizationequation (2).
rates given by et al. are used, together with theBell (1983)
new total Figures and show the present ionica
R
(T ). 9 10
fractions (solid lines) compared to the previous work by
& RothenÑug (dashed lines). The results ofArnaud (1985)
& RothenÑug agree well with those givenArnaud (1985)
recently by & Dopita Although theSutherland (1993).
general agreement is good, as seen in the Ðgures, signiÐcant
di†erences can be noticed near the peak values and in the
extent of ionization as a function of temperature where
rapid variations occur. In addition, the largest di†erences
are in the peak values for Be-like and H-like ions. We have
TABLE 5




log10 T C I C II C III C IV C V C VI
1.0 . . . . . . 3.61E[11 1.63E[10 9.01E[10 6.03E[10 1.05E[09 1.60E[09
1.1 . . . . . . 3.15E[11 1.42E[10 8.12E[10 5.29E[10 9.25E[10 1.41E[09
1.2 . . . . . . 2.75E[11 1.25E[10 7.35E[10 4.65E[10 8.13E[10 1.24E[09
1.3 . . . . . . 2.40E[11 1.09E[10 6.68E[10 4.07E[10 7.14E[10 1.09E[09
1.4 . . . . . . 2.10E[11 9.56E[11 6.09E[10 3.56E[10 6.28E[10 9.60E[10
1.5 . . . . . . 1.83E[11 8.35E[11 5.57E[10 3.12E[10 5.51E[10 8.44E[10
1.6 . . . . . . 1.59E[11 7.30E[11 5.09E[10 2.72E[10 4.83E[10 7.41E[10
1.7 . . . . . . 1.39E[11 6.38E[11 4.62E[10 2.38E[10 4.23E[10 6.50E[10
1.8 . . . . . . 1.21E[11 5.56E[11 4.16E[10 2.07E[10 3.70E[10 5.71E[10
1.9 . . . . . . 1.05E[11 4.86E[11 3.70E[10 1.81E[10 3.24E[10 5.00E[10
2.0 . . . . . . 9.13E[12 4.24E[11 3.23E[10 1.58E[10 2.83E[10 4.38E[10
2.1 . . . . . . 7.94E[12 3.70E[11 2.78E[10 1.37E[10 2.47E[10 3.83E[10
2.2 . . . . . . 6.89E[12 3.22E[11 2.35E[10 1.20E[10 2.16E[10 3.35E[10
2.3 . . . . . . 5.99E[12 2.81E[11 1.96E[10 1.04E[10 1.88E[10 2.93E[10
2.4 . . . . . . 5.20E[12 2.45E[11 1.61E[10 9.03E[11 1.64E[10 2.56E[10
2.5 . . . . . . 4.51E[12 2.13E[11 1.32E[10 7.86E[11 1.43E[10 2.24E[10
2.6 . . . . . . 3.91E[12 1.85E[11 1.07E[10 6.82E[11 1.25E[10 1.95E[10
2.7 . . . . . . 3.39E[12 1.61E[11 8.69E[11 5.91E[11 1.09E[10 1.70E[10
2.8 . . . . . . 2.94E[12 1.41E[11 7.09E[11 5.13E[11 9.46E[11 1.48E[10
2.9 . . . . . . 2.55E[12 1.26E[11 5.86E[11 4.45E[11 8.22E[11 1.29E[10
3.0 . . . . . . 2.21E[12 1.16E[11 4.97E[11 3.85E[11 7.15E[11 1.13E[10
3.1 . . . . . . 1.91E[12 1.12E[11 4.37E[11 3.33E[11 6.21E[11 9.80E[11
3.2 . . . . . . 1.66E[12 1.12E[11 3.97E[11 2.89E[11 5.39E[11 8.53E[11
3.3 . . . . . . 1.44E[12 1.13E[11 3.69E[11 2.50E[11 4.67E[11 7.42E[11
3.4 . . . . . . 1.26E[12 1.12E[11 3.43E[11 2.16E[11 4.05E[11 6.44E[11
3.5 . . . . . . 1.10E[12 1.08E[11 3.15E[11 1.87E[11 3.51E[11 5.60E[11
3.6 . . . . . . 9.72E[13 1.00E[11 2.83E[11 1.61E[11 3.03E[11 4.86E[11
3.7 . . . . . . 8.67E[13 9.03E[12 2.48E[11 1.39E[11 2.63E[11 4.21E[11
3.8 . . . . . . 7.85E[13 7.91E[12 2.13E[11 1.20E[11 2.27E[11 3.65E[11
3.9 . . . . . . 7.25E[13 6.86E[12 1.80E[11 1.03E[11 1.96E[11 3.16E[11
4.0 . . . . . . 6.90E[13 6.02E[12 1.53E[11 8.83E[12 1.69E[11 2.73E[11
4.1 . . . . . . 7.05E[13 5.49E[12 1.38E[11 7.55E[12 1.45E[11 2.36E[11
4.2 . . . . . . 8.50E[13 5.40E[12 1.42E[11 6.44E[12 1.25E[11 2.04E[11
4.3 . . . . . . 1.30E[12 6.02E[12 1.73E[11 5.48E[12 1.07E[11 1.76E[11
4.4 . . . . . . 2.26E[12 7.86E[12 2.28E[11 4.65E[12 9.23E[12 1.52E[11
4.5 . . . . . . 3.84E[12 1.14E[11 2.91E[11 3.94E[12 7.92E[12 1.31E[11
4.6 . . . . . . 5.90E[12 1.63E[11 3.46E[11 3.33E[12 6.78E[12 1.13E[11
4.7 . . . . . . 8.02E[12 2.17E[11 3.77E[11 2.80E[12 5.80E[12 9.67E[12
4.8 . . . . . . 9.72E[12 2.62E[11 3.79E[11 2.35E[12 4.95E[12 8.30E[12
4.9 . . . . . . 1.07E[11 2.88E[11 3.58E[11 1.97E[12 4.22E[12 7.12E[12
5.0 . . . . . . 1.08E[11 2.91E[11 3.20E[11 1.65E[12 3.60E[12 6.09E[12
5.1 . . . . . . 1.01E[11 2.74E[11 2.74E[11 1.38E[12 3.06E[12 5.21E[12
5.2 . . . . . . 9.03E[12 2.45E[11 2.27E[11 1.14E[12 2.60E[12 4.45E[12
5.3 . . . . . . 7.69E[12 2.08E[11 1.83E[11 9.50E[13 2.20E[12 3.79E[12
5.4 . . . . . . 6.32E[12 1.71E[11 1.45E[11 7.86E[13 1.86E[12 3.23E[12
5.5 . . . . . . 5.05E[12 1.37E[11 1.13E[11 6.52E[13 1.57E[12 2.74E[12
5.6 . . . . . . 3.95E[12 1.06E[11 8.65E[12 5.59E[13 1.34E[12 2.32E[12
5.7 . . . . . . 3.04E[12 8.14E[12 6.56E[12 5.41E[13 1.19E[12 1.96E[12
5.8 . . . . . . 2.31E[12 6.13E[12 4.92E[12 6.49E[13 1.19E[12 1.66E[12
5.9 . . . . . . 1.75E[12 4.56E[12 3.66E[12 9.10E[13 1.42E[12 1.40E[12
6.0 . . . . . . 1.32E[12 3.36E[12 2.71E[12 1.29E[12 1.90E[12 1.17E[12
6.1 . . . . . . 9.93E[13 2.46E[12 1.99E[12 1.68E[12 2.53E[12 9.81E[13
6.2 . . . . . . 7.53E[13 1.79E[12 1.46E[12 1.98E[12 3.12E[12 8.19E[13
6.3 . . . . . . 5.74E[13 1.30E[12 1.06E[12 2.13E[12 3.53E[12 6.81E[13
6.4 . . . . . . 4.36E[13 9.36E[13 7.72E[13 2.12E[12 3.67E[12 5.64E[13
6.5 . . . . . . 3.35E[13 6.73E[13 5.60E[13 1.96E[12 3.54E[12 4.65E[13
6.6 . . . . . . 2.59E[13 4.79E[13 4.07E[13 1.73E[12 3.22E[12 3.82E[13
6.7 . . . . . . 2.00E[13 3.43E[13 2.96E[13 1.45E[12 2.79E[12 3.12E[13
6.8 . . . . . . 1.55E[13 2.45E[13 2.10E[13 1.18E[12 2.32E[12 2.54E[13
6.9 . . . . . . 1.20E[13 1.75E[13 1.52E[13 9.34E[13 1.87E[12 2.05E[13
7.0 . . . . . . 9.28E[14 1.25E[13 1.10E[13 7.22E[13 1.47E[12 1.65E[13
7.1 . . . . . . 7.15E[14 8.88E[14 7.97E[14 5.49E[13 1.13E[12 1.32E[13
7.2 . . . . . . 5.49E[14 6.33E[14 5.78E[14 4.12E[13 8.59E[13 1.05E[13
7.3 . . . . . . 4.20E[14 4.51E[14 4.19E[14 3.05E[13 6.43E[13 8.25E[14
7.4 . . . . . . 3.21E[14 3.21E[14 3.04E[14 2.24E[13 4.77E[13 6.47E[14
7.5 . . . . . . 2.44E[14 2.29E[14 2.21E[14 1.64E[13 3.51E[13 5.05E[14
7.6 . . . . . . 1.85E[14 1.63E[14 1.61E[14 1.18E[13 2.57E[13 3.92E[14
7.7 . . . . . . 1.39E[14 1.16E[14 1.17E[14 8.51E[14 1.87E[13 3.01E[14
7.8 . . . . . . 1.05E[14 8.28E[15 8.48E[15 6.13E[14 1.33E[13 2.31E[14
7.9 . . . . . . 7.89E[15 5.91E[15 6.17E[15 4.40E[14 9.64E[14 1.76E[14
8.0 . . . . . . 5.91E[15 4.22E[15 4.49E[15 3.14E[14 6.95E[14 1.33E[14





log10 T C I C II C III C IV C V C VI
8.1 . . . . . . 4.42E[15 3.02E[15 3.27E[15 2.25E[14 4.98E[14 1.01E[14
8.2 . . . . . . 3.30E[15 2.16E[15 2.39E[15 1.61E[14 3.57E[14 7.56E[15
8.3 . . . . . . 2.46E[15 1.55E[15 1.74E[15 1.15E[14 2.56E[14 5.65E[15
8.4 . . . . . . 1.83E[15 1.12E[15 1.28E[15 8.17E[15 1.84E[14 4.21E[15
8.5 . . . . . . 1.36E[15 8.05E[16 9.36E[16 5.82E[15 1.32E[14 3.12E[15
8.6 . . . . . . 1.01E[15 5.83E[16 6.89E[16 4.15E[15 9.43E[15 2.30E[15
8.7 . . . . . . 7.53E[16 4.24E[16 5.09E[16 2.96E[15 6.76E[15 1.69E[15
8.8 . . . . . . 5.60E[16 3.10E[16 3.77E[16 2.11E[15 4.84E[15 1.24E[15
8.9 . . . . . . 4.17E[16 2.28E[16 2.81E[16 1.50E[15 3.48E[15 9.11E[16
9.0 . . . . . . 3.10E[16 1.69E[16 2.11E[16 1.07E[15 2.50E[15 6.63E[16
NOTE.ÈTotal recombination rate coefficients, (in units of cm3 s~1) for the carbon ions,a
R
(T )
C IÈC VI, in the temperature range of (T ) ¹ 9.0.1.0¹ log10
used the hydrogenic photoionization code by &Storey
Hummer to compute the H-like data and have found(1992)
nearly perfect agreement with their hydrogenic recombi-
nation rates in the low-density regime ; thus, we expect the
present data for C VI and N VII to be accurate. Tables and7
give the numerical values of the coronal ionization frac-8
tions.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The two main data sets computed are the total photoion-
ization cross sections and electron-ion recombination rate
coefficients. The state-speciÐc data may also be useful for
specialized non-LTE calculations. The details of the atomic
physics work have been discussed in several previous works
cited. Here we discuss features relevant to the application of
these data sets to astrophysical and laboratory plasmas.
Ionization fractions in collisional equilibrium (coronal
approximation) are also calculated to illustrate di†erences
with previous works. We describe the computed data sets
below.
1. The photoionization cross sections contain a consider-
able amount of structure, tabulated at a Ðne mesh in photon
energy, which in the case of ionization by a radiation source
can be readily averaged over. However, except in the ideal-
ized blackbody case, we do not recommend preaveraged Ðts
over the cross sections, neglecting the correspondence
between the autoionizing resonances and speciÐc features of
the radiation Ðeld, such as from a star of given spectral type.
As only the total ground state photoionization cross sec-
tions are usually of interest in evaluating the left-hand side
of the users may wish to scan these cross sec-equation (1),
tions prior to averaging. A simple test would be to obtain







with di†erent *E values to ascertain the e†ect on the photo-
ionization rates. We have found that it is sometimes neces-
sary to take account of the broad near-threshold resonances
explicitly.While the present total photoionization cross sec-
tions of the ground states are generally in good agreement
with the OP data, such as in TOPbase et al.(Cunto 1993),
there are di†erences in terms of slightly better accuracy,
more resonance structure, and perhaps most importantly,
complete consistency between the present photoionization
and recombination data.
2. The total electron-ion recombination rates have a
general pattern that is now well established (e.g., asNP),
shown in Figures and for C and N ions. Starting with7 8
high values at low-T dominated by recombination of low-
energy electrons into very high n states, the decreasea
R
(T )
but may exhibit low-T bump(s) due to recombinations via
near-threshold autoionizing resonances. The reachesa
R
(T )
a minimum before being enhanced by high-T DR of high-
energy electrons, falling o† toward still higher temperatures
because of the Maxwellian factor.
3. The overall uncertainty in the electron-ion recombi-
nation data is estimated to be 10%È20%, based on detailed
comparison of photorecombination cross sections with
experimentally measured values in storage rings and ion
traps for several ions showing general agreement at that
level or better. These calculations and comparisons are
described by et al. for electron recombi-Nahar (1997b)
nation with C VI, O VII, and C V, and by & PradhanZhang
for Ar XIV and Fe XXV. Relativistic e†ects are also(1997)
included theoretically, and it is found that for the lighter
elements there is good agreement in overall magnitude of
cross sections with the nonrelativistic results, although Ðne
structure leads to more detailed features. The e†ect on rate
coefficients, of primary concern herein, should be negligible.
4. The comparison of the present ionization fractions
with the previous works shows good agreement in general.
However, some signiÐcant di†erences are found in the peak
values and near temperatures where rapid variations occur.
5. Photoionization and recombination work on oxygen
ions, and some iron ions, is in progress.
All photoionization and recombination data are
available electronically from the Ðrst author
at TOPbase may benahar=payne.mps.ohio-state.edu.
accessed via Telnet as : (1) in the US, IP : 128.183.101.54 or
topbase.gsfc.nasa.gov, login : topbase, pw: Seaton] ; (2) in
Europe (at CDS), IP : 130.79.128.5, login : topbase, pw:
Seaton].
The work has been supported partially by NASA grants
NAGW-3315 (LTSA) and NAS-32643, and NSF grant
PHY-9421898. The computational work was carried out on
the Cray Y-MP at the Ohio Supercomputer Center.
TABLE 6




log10 T N I N II N III N IV N V N VI N VII
1.0 . . . . . . 3.06E[11 1.61E[10 3.65E[10 6.50E[10 9.71E[10 1.53E[09 2.20E[09
1.1 . . . . . . 2.66E[11 1.41E[10 3.20E[10 5.71E[10 8.54E[10 1.35E[09 1.94E[09
1.2 . . . . . . 2.31E[11 1.23E[10 2.81E[10 5.02E[10 7.49E[10 1.19E[09 1.71E[09
1.3 . . . . . . 2.01E[11 1.08E[10 2.46E[10 4.40E[10 6.58E[10 1.05E[09 1.51E[09
1.4 . . . . . . 1.75E[11 9.43E[11 2.15E[10 3.86E[10 5.77E[10 9.21E[10 1.33E[09
1.5 . . . . . . 1.52E[11 8.24E[11 1.88E[10 3.38E[10 5.06E[10 8.09E[10 1.17E[09
1.6 . . . . . . 1.32E[11 7.20E[11 1.65E[10 2.96E[10 4.43E[10 7.10E[10 1.03E[09
1.7 . . . . . . 1.14E[11 6.29E[11 1.44E[10 2.59E[10 3.87E[10 6.23E[10 9.02E[10
1.8 . . . . . . 9.87E[12 5.49E[11 1.26E[10 2.26E[10 3.38E[10 5.46E[10 7.94E[10
1.9 . . . . . . 8.54E[12 4.80E[11 1.10E[10 1.98E[10 2.96E[10 4.78E[10 6.95E[10
2.0 . . . . . . 7.38E[12 4.18E[11 9.59E[11 1.73E[10 2.58E[10 4.18E[10 6.10E[10
2.1 . . . . . . 6.38E[12 3.64E[11 8.36E[11 1.51E[10 2.25E[10 3.66E[10 5.34E[10
2.2 . . . . . . 5.50E[12 3.17E[11 7.29E[11 1.31E[10 1.96E[10 3.20E[10 4.68E[10
2.3 . . . . . . 4.75E[12 2.77E[11 6.36E[11 1.15E[10 1.71E[10 2.79E[10 4.09E[10
2.4 . . . . . . 4.09E[12 2.41E[11 5.54E[11 9.98E[11 1.49E[10 2.44E[10 3.58E[10
2.5 . . . . . . 3.54E[12 2.09E[11 4.85E[11 8.72E[11 1.29E[10 2.13E[10 3.13E[10
2.6 . . . . . . 3.07E[12 1.82E[11 4.28E[11 7.63E[11 1.12E[10 1.85E[10 2.73E[10
2.7 . . . . . . 2.69E[12 1.58E[11 3.84E[11 6.72E[11 9.76E[11 1.62E[10 2.38E[10
2.8 . . . . . . 2.37E[12 1.38E[11 3.53E[11 5.99E[11 8.47E[11 1.41E[10 2.08E[10
2.9 . . . . . . 2.11E[12 1.20E[11 3.32E[11 5.39E[11 7.34E[11 1.22E[10 1.81E[10
3.0 . . . . . . 1.89E[12 1.04E[11 3.16E[11 4.90E[11 6.37E[11 1.06E[10 1.58E[10
3.1 . . . . . . 1.69E[12 9.02E[12 3.00E[11 4.45E[11 5.52E[11 9.26E[11 1.38E[10
3.2 . . . . . . 1.50E[12 7.84E[12 2.83E[11 4.05E[11 4.78E[11 8.04E[11 1.20E[10
3.3 . . . . . . 1.34E[12 6.83E[12 2.65E[11 3.70E[11 4.13E[11 6.98E[11 1.04E[10
3.4 . . . . . . 1.19E[12 5.98E[12 2.47E[11 3.40E[11 3.58E[11 6.06E[11 9.07E[11
3.5 . . . . . . 1.05E[12 5.27E[12 2.29E[11 3.18E[11 3.09E[11 5.25E[11 7.89E[11
3.6 . . . . . . 9.26E[13 4.69E[12 2.10E[11 3.00E[11 2.66E[11 4.55E[11 6.85E[11
3.7 . . . . . . 8.10E[13 4.21E[12 1.91E[11 2.86E[11 2.30E[11 3.94E[11 5.95E[11
3.8 . . . . . . 7.05E[13 3.79E[12 1.73E[11 2.70E[11 1.98E[11 3.40E[11 5.16E[11
3.9 . . . . . . 6.11E[13 3.42E[12 1.58E[11 2.51E[11 1.70E[11 2.94E[11 4.46E[11
4.0 . . . . . . 5.28E[13 3.08E[12 1.46E[11 2.29E[11 1.46E[11 2.54E[11 3.88E[11
4.1 . . . . . . 4.62E[13 2.77E[12 1.36E[11 2.08E[11 1.25E[11 2.19E[11 3.35E[11
4.2 . . . . . . 4.32E[13 2.54E[12 1.27E[11 1.96E[11 1.07E[11 1.89E[11 2.90E[11
4.3 . . . . . . 4.93E[13 2.49E[12 1.19E[11 2.05E[11 9.14E[12 1.63E[11 2.50E[11
4.4 . . . . . . 7.40E[13 2.90E[12 1.18E[11 2.45E[11 7.79E[12 1.40E[11 2.16E[11
4.5 . . . . . . 1.27E[12 4.20E[12 1.32E[11 3.12E[11 6.62E[12 1.20E[11 1.86E[11
4.6 . . . . . . 2.11E[12 6.73E[12 1.69E[11 3.88E[11 5.61E[12 1.03E[11 1.61E[11
4.7 . . . . . . 3.16E[12 1.04E[11 2.28E[11 4.52E[11 4.76E[12 8.82E[12 1.38E[11
4.8 . . . . . . 4.22E[12 1.45E[11 2.96E[11 4.86E[11 4.02E[12 7.55E[12 1.19E[11
4.9 . . . . . . 5.07E[12 1.81E[11 3.55E[11 4.84E[11 3.38E[12 6.45E[12 1.02E[11
5.0 . . . . . . 5.55E[12 2.05E[11 3.89E[11 4.54E[11 2.85E[12 5.50E[12 8.76E[12
5.1 . . . . . . 5.60E[12 2.11E[11 3.94E[11 4.03E[11 2.39E[12 4.69E[12 7.49E[12
5.2 . . . . . . 5.29E[12 2.03E[11 3.73E[11 3.44E[11 2.00E[12 3.99E[12 6.41E[12
5.3 . . . . . . 4.72E[12 1.83E[11 3.34E[11 2.85E[11 1.67E[12 3.39E[12 5.48E[12
5.4 . . . . . . 4.04E[12 1.57E[11 2.85E[11 2.30E[11 1.39E[12 2.87E[12 4.67E[12
5.5 . . . . . . 3.33E[12 1.30E[11 2.35E[11 1.82E[11 1.15E[12 2.43E[12 3.98E[12
5.6 . . . . . . 2.66E[12 1.04E[11 1.88E[11 1.42E[11 9.54E[13 2.05E[12 3.38E[12
5.7 . . . . . . 2.08E[12 8.17E[12 1.47E[11 1.10E[11 7.97E[13 1.73E[12 2.87E[12
5.8 . . . . . . 1.60E[12 6.26E[12 1.13E[11 8.36E[12 7.01E[13 1.48E[12 2.43E[12
5.9 . . . . . . 1.21E[12 4.72E[12 8.53E[12 6.30E[12 7.11E[13 1.31E[12 2.05E[12
6.0 . . . . . . 9.01E[13 3.52E[12 6.36E[12 4.72E[12 8.68E[13 1.29E[12 1.73E[12
6.1 . . . . . . 6.68E[13 2.59E[12 4.70E[12 3.51E[12 1.17E[12 1.45E[12 1.45E[12
6.2 . . . . . . 4.91E[13 1.90E[12 3.45E[12 2.59E[12 1.54E[12 1.79E[12 1.22E[12
6.3 . . . . . . 3.60E[13 1.38E[12 2.52E[12 1.91E[12 1.87E[12 2.19E[12 1.02E[12
6.4 . . . . . . 2.57E[13 1.00E[12 1.83E[12 1.40E[12 2.08E[12 2.53E[12 8.46E[13
6.5 . . . . . . 1.86E[13 7.16E[13 1.32E[12 1.02E[12 2.13E[12 2.72E[12 7.02E[13
6.6 . . . . . . 1.34E[13 5.14E[13 9.55E[13 7.47E[13 2.04E[12 2.72E[12 5.80E[13
6.7 . . . . . . 9.64E[14 3.69E[13 6.88E[13 5.46E[13 1.83E[12 2.56E[12 4.77E[13
6.8 . . . . . . 6.93E[14 2.64E[13 4.88E[13 4.00E[13 1.57E[12 2.27E[12 3.91E[13
6.9 . . . . . . 4.98E[14 1.88E[13 3.50E[13 2.93E[13 1.30E[12 1.94E[12 3.17E[13
7.0 . . . . . . 3.57E[14 1.34E[13 2.51E[13 2.09E[13 1.04E[12 1.60E[12 2.58E[13
7.1 . . . . . . 2.56E[14 9.59E[14 1.79E[13 1.53E[13 8.14E[13 1.27E[12 2.07E[13
7.2 . . . . . . 1.83E[14 6.84E[14 1.28E[13 1.12E[13 6.24E[13 9.95E[13 1.66E[13
7.3 . . . . . . 1.32E[14 4.87E[14 9.13E[14 8.19E[14 4.72E[13 7.64E[13 1.32E[13
7.4 . . . . . . 9.43E[15 3.47E[14 6.53E[14 6.00E[14 3.52E[13 5.78E[13 1.04E[13
7.5 . . . . . . 6.77E[15 2.47E[14 4.66E[14 4.40E[14 2.61E[13 4.33E[13 8.21E[14
7.6 . . . . . . 4.86E[15 1.76E[14 3.33E[14 3.23E[14 1.91E[13 3.21E[13 6.41E[14
7.7 . . . . . . 3.50E[15 1.26E[14 2.38E[14 2.37E[14 1.40E[13 2.37E[13 4.99E[14
7.8 . . . . . . 2.52E[15 8.97E[15 1.70E[14 1.74E[14 1.00E[13 1.74E[13 3.85E[14
7.9 . . . . . . 1.82E[15 6.40E[15 1.22E[14 1.28E[14 7.27E[14 1.24E[13 2.95E[14






log10 T N I N II N III N IV N V N VI N VII
8.1 . . . . . . 9.54E[16 3.27E[15 6.24E[15 6.91E[15 3.77E[14 6.52E[14 1.71E[14
8.2 . . . . . . 6.95E[16 2.34E[15 4.48E[15 5.08E[15 2.71E[14 4.69E[14 1.29E[14
8.3 . . . . . . 5.09E[16 1.68E[15 3.22E[15 3.73E[15 1.95E[14 3.38E[14 9.73E[15
8.4 . . . . . . 3.75E[16 1.21E[15 2.32E[15 2.75E[15 1.40E[14 2.44E[14 7.28E[15
8.5 . . . . . . 2.78E[16 8.73E[16 1.67E[15 2.03E[15 1.00E[14 1.76E[14 5.43E[15
8.6 . . . . . . 2.07E[16 6.33E[16 1.21E[15 1.50E[15 7.16E[15 1.27E[14 4.03E[15
8.7 . . . . . . 1.56E[16 4.60E[16 8.82E[16 1.11E[15 5.13E[15 9.11E[15 2.98E[15
8.8 . . . . . . 1.19E[16 3.36E[16 6.44E[16 8.21E[16 3.68E[15 6.56E[15 2.20E[15
8.9 . . . . . . 9.14E[17 2.48E[16 4.73E[16 6.11E[16 2.64E[15 4.73E[15 1.61E[15
9.0 . . . . . . 7.11E[17 1.83E[16 3.49E[16 4.56E[16 1.89E[15 3.41E[15 1.18E[15
NOTE.ÈTotal recombination rate coefficients, (in units of cm3 s~1) for the nitrogen ions, N IÈN VII, in thea
R
(T )
temperature range of (T ) ¹ 9.0.1.0¹ log10
TABLE 7
IONIZATION FRACTIONS OF CARBON IONS
N(Xn`)/N(X)
log10 T C I C II C III C IV C V C VI C VII
3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.7 . . . . . . 0.00 7.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.8 . . . . . . 0.00 5.07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.9 . . . . . . 0.00 3.12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.0 . . . . . . 0.01 1.57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.1 . . . . . . 0.17 0.50 7.01 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2 . . . . . . 0.69 0.10 4.56 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.3 . . . . . . 1.25 0.03 2.90 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.4 . . . . . . 1.66 0.02 1.70 9.20 . . . . . . . . .
4.5 . . . . . . 2.03 0.07 0.86 6.46 . . . . . . . . .
4.6 . . . . . . 2.47 0.25 0.36 4.42 . . . . . . . . .
4.7 . . . . . . 3.03 0.57 0.14 2.94 7.05 . . . . . .
4.8 . . . . . . 3.63 0.95 0.06 1.83 4.46 . . . . . .
4.9 . . . . . . 4.25 1.35 0.07 0.98 2.42 . . . . . .
5.0 . . . . . . 5.01 1.90 0.27 0.47 0.93 . . . . . .
5.1 . . . . . . 6.21 2.90 0.96 0.55 0.22 . . . . . .
5.2 . . . . . . 7.69 4.18 1.96 1.04 0.05 . . . . . .
5.3 . . . . . . 9.09 5.39 2.91 1.55 0.01 8.39 . . .
5.4 . . . . . . . . . 6.46 3.74 1.99 0.00 6.23 . . .
5.5 . . . . . . . . . 7.39 4.45 2.37 0.00 4.49 . . .
5.6 . . . . . . . . . 8.21 5.06 2.68 0.00 3.07 7.85
5.7 . . . . . . . . . 8.89 5.54 2.89 0.01 1.94 5.33
5.8 . . . . . . . . . 9.44 5.89 3.00 0.04 1.10 3.35
5.9 . . . . . . . . . 9.93 6.21 3.09 0.14 0.57 1.90
6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.59 3.27 0.37 0.34 0.93
6.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.16 3.65 0.77 0.40 0.36
6.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.91 4.22 1.34 0.68 0.13
6.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.72 4.86 1.95 1.04 0.05
6.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.51 5.48 2.52 1.37 0.02
6.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.08 3.04 1.68 0.01
6.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.64 3.51 1.94 0.01
6.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.17 3.94 2.17 . . .
6.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.67 4.34 2.38 . . .
6.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.15 4.70 2.56 . . .
7.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.61 5.05 2.73 . . .
7.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.05 5.37 2.89 . . .
7.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.48 5.67 3.03 . . .
7.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.89 5.96 3.16 . . .
7.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.24 3.29 . . .
NOTE.ÈIonization fractions, N(Xn`)/N(X), of carbon ions in the
coronal approximation.
TABLE 8
IONIZATION FRACTIONS OF NITROGEN IONS
N(Xn`)/N(X)
log10 T N I N II N III N IV N V N VI N VII N VIII
3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.8 . . . . . . 0.00 7.45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.9 . . . . . . 0.00 4.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.0 . . . . . . 0.00 2.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.1 . . . . . . 0.02 1.37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2 . . . . . . 0.25 0.35 6.65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.3 . . . . . . 0.89 0.06 4.37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.4 . . . . . . 1.46 0.02 2.79 9.84 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.5 . . . . . . 1.86 0.02 1.66 6.74 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.6 . . . . . . 2.21 0.07 0.87 4.45 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.7 . . . . . . 2.63 0.23 0.38 2.80 9.00 . . . . . . . . .
4.8 . . . . . . 3.18 0.55 0.16 1.65 6.24 . . . . . . . . .
4.9 . . . . . . 3.82 0.98 0.12 0.87 4.13 8.02 . . . . . .
5.0 . . . . . . 4.58 1.53 0.26 0.38 2.57 5.06 . . . . . .
5.1 . . . . . . 5.46 2.20 0.57 0.16 1.45 2.82 . . . . . .
5.2 . . . . . . 6.47 3.00 1.05 0.18 0.73 1.18 . . . . . .
5.3 . . . . . . 7.85 4.18 1.93 0.67 0.59 0.29 . . . . . .
5.4 . . . . . . 9.59 5.73 3.20 1.59 0.98 0.06 9.96 . . .
5.5 . . . . . . . . . 7.22 4.44 2.51 1.45 0.02 7.54 . . .
5.6 . . . . . . . . . 8.55 5.53 3.32 1.87 0.01 5.60 . . .
5.7 . . . . . . . . . 9.72 6.48 4.02 2.23 0.00 4.03 9.62
5.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30 4.61 2.51 0.00 2.75 6.85
5.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.98 5.06 2.70 0.01 1.73 4.62
6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.53 5.41 2.80 0.05 0.98 2.88
6.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.06 5.76 2.92 0.17 0.52 1.61
6.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.69 6.20 3.16 0.42 0.34 0.77
6.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.81 3.58 0.85 0.43 0.31
6.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.56 4.15 1.39 0.70 0.12
6.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.34 4.76 1.95 1.02 0.05
6.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.10 5.35 2.48 1.32 0.02
6.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.82 5.92 2.96 1.59 0.01
6.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.46 3.41 1.83 0.01
6.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.98 3.81 2.05 . . .
7.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.47 4.18 2.24 . . .
7.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.94 4.53 2.41 . . .
7.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.39 4.86 2.57 . . .
7.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.83 5.17 2.71 . . .
7.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.25 5.46 2.85 . . .

























(b) e + C IV -> C III

















(c) e + C V -> C IV






(d) e + C VI -> C V
FIG. 7.ÈTotal recombination rate coefficients, of (a) C II, (b) C III, (c) C IV, and (d) C V from the present work (solid lines). The dashed lines representa
R
(T ),
the RR rates calculated by & Pequignot the dotted lines represent low-temperature DR by & Storey and theAldrovandi (1973), Nussbaumer (1983),
dot-dashed lines represent Ðts for high-temperature DR by Shull & Steenberg The Ðlled circles are calculated DR rates for C II by1982a, 1982b. Badnell

















































(d) e + N V -> N IV
FIG. 8.ÈSame as except for (a) N I, (b) N II, (c) N III, (d) N IV, (e) N V, and ( f ) N VI. The Ðlled circles are calculated values by BadnellFig. 7, (1987, 1988).
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(e) e + N VI -> N V







(f) e + N VII -> N VI
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FIG. 8ÈContinued
FIG. 9.ÈIonization fractions, [N(Xz)/N(X)](T ), of carbon ions : present
work, using the present electron-ion recombination rates (solid lines), and
& RothenÑug dashed lines). N(X) is the total carbon abun-Arnaud (1985 ;
dance.
FIG. 10.ÈIonization fractions, [N(Xz)/N(X)](T ), of nitrogen ions :
present work, using the present electron-ion recombination rates (solid
lines), and & RothenÑug dashed lines). N(X) is the totalArnaud (1985 ;
nitrogen abundance.
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